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The Soddy-Daisy Community
Library is proud to present
our 2021 Summer Reading
Recommendations. These
books were chosen by a
panel of librarians,
educators and book industry
professionals, and represent
a diverse cross-section of
interests so there is
something appealing here
for every reader.
These recommendations will
not only build on your
education and reading
abilities, but will also
provide pleasure, relaxation,
and fun.
Happy Reading!

These recommendations cover a
wide range of grades, ages, and
subjects. The content may not
be appropriate for everyone. If
you need help making choices
or would like additional
recommendations, we’re happy
to help.

Fantasy / SciFi
Six of Crows
by Leigh Bardugo

The future is threatened by
corrupt warlords.

Troupe of thieves embark on a
dangerous mission.

Death on the Nile
by Agatha Christie

The Library of Legends
by Janie Chang

Detective Hercule Poirot
embarks on a journey to Egypt
to solve a mystery.

The Face on the Milk
Carton
by Caroline B. Cooney

A young woman travels across
China with a convoy of student
refugees, and realizes her two
companions are not who she
thought they were.

Runaways: A Marvel Novel
by Christopher Golden
Supervillians don’t make for
good parents. The Runaways
have no choice, they have to kill
them.

Rebel of the Sands
by Alwyn Hamilton
Mortals rule the desert, but
djinn and mythical beasts roam
the wild.

Girls of Paper and Fire
by Natasha NGan

The Testing
by Joelle Charbonneau

Riveting story of palace intrigue
in a sumptuous Asian-inspired
fantasy world.

In Cia’s dystopian society, you
must not only pass the Test, but
survive it.

Unwind
by Neal Shusterman

The Outsiders
by S.E. Hinton

Gunslinger Girl
by Lyndsay Ely

Three teens fight for their lives
in a world that wants to use
them for harvesting.

Heroic story of friendship and
belonging.

Serendipity Jones is a cross
between Katniss Everdeen and
Annie Oakley.

Cemetery Boys
by Aiden Thomas

Jacob Have I Loved
by Katherine Peterson

A trans boy determined to prove
The Gilded Ones
his gender to his traditional
Latinx family summons a ghost
by Namina Forna
In their world, girls are outcasts by who refuses to leave.
blood and warriors by choice. Get
ready for battle!

Girl discovers she was
kidnapped by the people
thought to be her loving
parents.

Novel of painful sibling rivalry
and one sister’s struggle to
make her own way.

Realistic Fiction

Historical Fiction
The Light in Hidden Places
by Sharon Cameron
Brave teenager hides 13 Jews in
her attic during WWII.

Extremely Loud &
Incredibly Close
by Jonathan Safran Foer
A novel of the aftermath of
9/11.

The Other Boleyn Girl
by Philippa Gregory
Novel of love, ambition and
intrigue surrounding Anne
Boleyn and the court of Henry
the VIII.

They Went Left
by Monica Hesse
Historical mystery set after
the liberation of a
concentration camp.

The Downstairs Girl
by Stacey Lee
17 yo Jo Kuan works as a lady’s
maid in Atlanta by day, and a
newspaper advice columnist by
night.

Portion of the Sea
by Christine Lemmon
Two young women in the early
1950s passionately pursue
their independence.

Burn Baby Burn
by Meg Medina
The summer of 1977, New
York is besieged by arson, a
massive blackout, and a serial
killer named Son of Sam.

The Tattooist of Auschwitz
by Heather Morris
Story about calculated brutality
alongside impulsive and
selfless acts of love in WWII
concentration camps.

The Things They Carried
by Tim O’Brien
Ground-breaking meditation on
war, memory, imagination, and
the power of storytelling.

Firekeeper’s Daughter
by Angeline Boulley

They Both Die at the End
by Adam Silvera

Native American teen must
root out the corruption in her
community.

Two boys become friends after
being notified they will die on
the same day.

13 Little Blue Envelopes
by Maureen Johnson

Dress Codes for Small
Towns
by Courtney Stevens

Ginny spends her summer
backpacking across Europe,
challenged by 13 blue
envelopes given by her aunt.

You Have a Match
by Emma Lord

Deep friendships, small
Southern town gossip, art, and
unfolding romantic identity.

The Memory of Light
by Francisco X. Stork

By taking a DNA test, Abby
Teen learns how to live after a
discovers she has a sister who suicide attempt.
is an Instagram star.

If These Wings Could Fly
by Kyrie McCauley
Story about the haunting
specter of domestic violence
and the forces of sisterhood
and first love.

Faith Taking Flight
by Julie Murphy
Plus-sized superhero risks
everything to expose a new
designer drug.

Concrete Rose
by Angie Thomas
Revisit Garden Heights
seventeen years before the
events of The Hate U Give in
this searing and poignant
exploration of Black boyhood
and manhood.

Biography
Craig & Fred: A Marine, A
Stray Dog, and How They
Rescued Each Other
by Craig Grossi

The Other Wes Moore
by Wes Moore

Two boys are born blocks
apart with the same name.
They found each other on an
One became a convicted
Afghan battlefield, and now
murderer, the other a business
travel America “spreading the
message of stubborn positivity”. leader.

The Kid Who Climbed
Everest
by Bear Grylls
Autobiography of a 23 yo who
climbed to the summit of Mt.
Everest.

The Code Breaker: Jennifer
Doudna, Gene Editing, and
the Future of the Human
Race
by Walter Isaacson
An Unquiet Mind
by Kay Redfield Jamison
Autobiography of psychologist
who suffers from, and studies,
bipolar and manic/depressive
illnesses.

Becoming: Adapted for
Young Readers
Dear Bully: 70 Authors Tell by Michelle Obama
More than a biography, she
Their Stories
by Megan Kelley Hall and shares her views on how
everyone can help themselves
Carrie Jones

Non-Fiction

Black Elk Speaks
by John G. Neihardt

Lands of Lost Borders: A
Journey on the Silk Road
by Kate Harris
Memoir/travelogue of a
woman’s bicycle journey into
adventure.

The story of the Oglala Lakota
visionary and healer, and his
people during momentous the
years of the nineteenth century

You Will Get Through This
Night
by Dan Howell

A Child Called “It”
by Dave Pelzer

A practical guide to taking
control of your mental health
for today, tomorrow, and the
days after.

The story of one of the most
severe child abuse cases in
California history, and the
child who grew to be a
survivor.

Queer, There, and
Everywhere: 23 People
Who Changed the World
by Sarah Prager
LGBTQ history book for young
adults.

and others, no matter their
status in life.

Stamped
by Jason Reynolds
A timely, crucial, and
empowering exploration of
racism - and antiracism - in
America.

Chew on This: Everything
You Don’t Want to Know
About Fast Food
by Eric Schlosser and
Charles Wilson

The fascinating, frightening truth
The Devil in the White City about how the fast food industry
has been preying on children for
by Erik Larson
generations.
History of the 1893 World’s
Fair in Chicago and the
An Invisible Thread
cunning serial killer who used
by Laura Schroff and Alex
the fair to lure his victims to
Tresniowski
their death.
Lifelong friendship between a
sales exec and a poor boy,
whose lives were changed by a
small gesture of kindness.

Graphic Novels
Wonder Woman: Tempest
Tossed
by Laurie Halse Anderson
Wonder Woman’s origin story
reimagined with refugee
experiences, teenage activism,
and finding the love and
strength to create change.

Parable of the Sower
by Octavia Butler
In 2024, amid environmental
and economic crises that have
created chaos, a young girl
fights for survival and a new
future.

The Dark Tower: The
Gunslinger Born
by Peter David

Mary’s Monster: Love,
Madness and How Mary
Shelley Created
Frankenstein
by Lita Judge
The story of Mary Shelley's life
and creation of Frankenstein.

Heartstopper, Volume 1
by Alice Oseman
Sweet and charming story that
explores friendship, love, and
coming out.

Long Way Down
by Jason Reynolds
Boy must decide whether or
not he’s going to murder the
guy who killed his brother, and
he only has 60 seconds to
choose.

Origin story of the Gunslinger.

Fables: Wolves
by Bill Willingham

The Graveyard Book
by Neil Gaiman

Ex-sheriff Bigby Wolf is set to
marry Snow White, but must
complete one last case. Fairy
tale for adults.

Bod grows up in a graveyard
with an undead protector.

Poe: Stories and Poems
by Gareth Hinds
Graphic novel of Edgar Allen
Poe’s works.

Get ready for the
SDCL Epic Summer of Reading!
When you read this summer,
you can earn this great
T-Shirt - FREE!

American Born Chinese
by Gene Luen Yang
Band of characters, including a
kung-fu monkey, improve their
lives together.
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